
Workers are not being protected

According to the Labor Commissioners’ office, the PAGA 
Unit found that the majority of proposed private court 
settlements they reviewed “fell short of protecting the 
interests of the state and workers.”

State data shows that, compared to workers whose 
cases are handled by the Labor Commissioner, it takes 
nearly two years for their cases to be resolved.

Claims take nearly a year longer

On average, attorneys receive one-third of settlements, 
leaving very little for workers. A recent settlement saw 
attorneys walking away with more than $7 million, while 
employees were awarded less than $55 each.

Attorneys win, workers lose

On average, PAGA court cases award employees 
4.5 times less versus cases decided by the Labor & 
Workforce Development Agency (LWDA).

Employees receive very little
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A Growing Problem: $8 Billion in Settlements Since 2016
PAGA lawsuits can be filed by lawyers on behalf of a single employee representing a group of employees without 
their knowledge or consent, and penalties are calculated per pay period – even if no one has been harmed. This has 
enabled lawyers to rack up huge potential penalties that are used to shakedown businesses into costly settlements to 
avoid protracted litigation. 

StopShakedowns.com

Attorneys are making billions, forcing businesses to settle these claims  
while workers receive pennies on the dollar and wait years  

to have their claims resolved through the courts. 

PAGA Reform is Needed to Stop Trial Lawyers from Making Billions 
at the Expense of Workers and Small Businesses
The California Private Attorney General Act (PAGA) allows private attorneys to file lawsuits in the name of the state 
against businesses for alleged labor code violations and collect fees for themselves. These violations are often:  

• Minor, technical errors that do not result in lost wages to employees

• Leveraged by attorneys to create huge fee payouts for themselves

PAGA was passed in 2004 in response to concerns over the California Labor Commissioner’s office being insufficiently 
resourced. Given significant budget appropriations to the Labor Commissioner’s office since then, as well as a 
dedicated permanent funding source, the justification for PAGA is no longer there. Now the law is just being abused 
by lawyers while hurting small businesses and leaving little for workers.
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We Believe Any PAGA Reform Must:

Put workers’ claims back in the hands of independent regulators, not 
self-interested attorneys

Hold bad actors accountable and improve awards to harmed workers

Reduce unnecessary litigation against employers with outrageous 
claims for attorney’s fees

Protect existing rights to appeal Labor Commissioner decisions to 
superior court

• Double penalties for willful violations, but eliminate stacking of penalties 

• Direct 100% of penalty payments to the employee, instead of giving the 
bulk of the money to the state

The Solution:

The Stop the Shakedowns coalition engages in public education, advocating for 
legislation, and litigation to achieve meaningful PAGA reforms that create better 
outcomes for workers and businesses.  

It’s clear PAGA is not working as intended to address worker grievances; 
rather, it has transformed into an easy tool for lawyers to enrich themselves  

by shaking down California businesses.
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https://stopshakedowns.com/

